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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate some structural characterizations of geodetic graphs and prove 
that if G is a central geodetic block on p vertices with diameter d 23, and each vertex belongs 
to an induced cycle &+I, then the number q of edges equals p or q < f p[ p - i (5d + 1) + 81. 
Therefore the upper bounds of [3] have been considerably improved. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
AMS classijication: OX35 
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1. Introduction 
We only consider finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. 
In a geodetic graph there is a unique shortest path (distance path) between any two 
vertices. In this paper, we first consider some characterizations of 2-connected geodetic 
graphs i.e. geodetic blocks and then we deduce a new upper bound on the number of 
its edges. 
For a graph G = (V, E), the induced subgraph on a vertex-set U s V is denoted 
by (U). For u E V, we denote the set {#(u,u) = i} by Ni(V), where d(u,u) is the 
distance from u to u ( or from u to u, equivalently), i.e., the length of the shortest 
path connecting u and u. We set Ei(u) = E(Ni(u)), the set of edges in (Ni(V)). For 
u E Ni(U), a vertex w E Ni_1 (u) such that uw E E(G) is called a predecessor of u 
and a vertex t E N,+l(u) such that ut E E(G) is called a successor of u. If there is 
a sequence of vertices Uj+s E Nj+,y(U), s = 0, 1,2,. . . , i - j - 1, i - j(j <i), each being 
a predecessor of the next, we say uj is an ancestor (i - j)th ancestor of ui. In such a 
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situation we also refer to ui as the (i - j)th offspring of Uj. If A = A[x, y] is a path 
connecting x and y in which x, y are the only vertices with degree > 3, then A is called 
a suspended arc. We call P geodesic if P is the shortest path. For u E V we denote 
e(u) = mux{d(u,x)~x E V}. If v E V with property that: e(vo) = min{e(o)lu E V}, 
then we say uo is a central vertex of G, and if every vertex of G is a central vertex 
we refer to G as a central block.The general terminology in this paper is essentially 
that of Bondy [l]. 
In [2], Stemple had made a fairly thorough study of geodetic blocks of diameter 
two. He proved n = A2 - A(k - 2) + 1, 6 = A - (k - 2) where n = IV(G)], A 
and 6 are maximum degree and mininum degree respectively and k is order of clique. 
But he didn’t study an upper bound for the number of edges in geodetic block G. In 
[3], Parthasarathy and Srinivasan obtained an upper bound for the number of edges in 
geodetic block G, they obtained conclusions as follows: 
Theorem A. If G is connected geodetic graph on p vertices with q edges and 
diameter d, then p - 1 <q<(d - I) + (p-i-d). 
Theorem B. If G is a central geodetic block on p vertices with diameter d 22, then 
q<;p(p-2d+3). 
In this paper we improved the Theorem B. 
2. Main results 
Theorem C. Suppose G is a central geodetic block with q edges such that for each 
v E V(G) we have E(N, (v)) # 8 and v belongs to an induced cycle &+I, where 
d = diam(G). Then q < i p( p - 3d + 5). 
Theorem D. Let G be a central geodetic block having p vertices, q edges, and 
diameter d >3. If each vertex belongs to an induced cycle &+I, then we have 
eitherq=porq<ip[p-+(5d+1)+8]. 
3. Proof of Theorem 
Proposition 1 (The Unique predecessor Theorem [4]). A graph G is geodetic @for 
each v E V, every u E Ni(u) has a unique predecessor, for 2 <i <k = e(v). 
Corollary 1. Each vertex in a geodetic graph has a unique kth ancestor. 
Proposition 2 (Parthasarathy and Srinivasan [3]). Let G be a geodetic graph. Let 
v E V(G) and xy E Ei(u). Let a, b E Nj(u), j # i, be two vertices such that a # b and 
d(x, a) = d( y, b) = (j - il. Then ab @ E(G). 
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Proposition 3 (Parthasarathy and Srinivasan [3]). In any geodetic block G of diameter 
da2, for any v E V(G), (N,(u)) is a disjoint union of at least two cliques. 
Proposition 4 (Parthasarathy and Srinivasan [3]). If G is a geodetic block of diameter 
d > 2, then for any v E V every vertex of N1 (u) is adjacent to at least one vertex of 
N*(v), and therefore INi( d IN2(v)l. 
Proposition 5 (Stemple and Watkins [5]). In a geodetic graph, any suspended arc is 
a geodesic. Therefore, any path contained in suspended arc is a geodesic. 
Lemma 1. Suppose G is a geodetic block with diameter d > 2. Then INd(v)I 22 for 
any vertex v E V with e(u) = d. 
Proof. If \Nd(v)l = 1, then by Proposition 1 the vertex x E Nd(v) is of degree 1. This 
contradicts that G is 2-connected. 0 
Theorem 1. Suppose G is a geodetic block with diameter d > 2. For any v E V, if 
(N,(v)) contains two disjoint nontrivial cliques, and there are two vertices connected 
in N2(v) and their predecessors are not the same vertex, then (N,(v)) is a disjoint 
union of at least three cliques. 
Proof. Following Proposition 3 let HI and Hz be two disjoint cliques contained in 
N,(o) where HI = {ai,al,..., a:,}, Hz = {a:,a’, ,..,, a:,} and (HI) and (HZ) both 
are cliques. We can assume kl > k2 22 without loss of generality. By the condition 
and Proposition 2, let bj and b: be successors of ai and a:, respectively. we have 
bib: E E. Now, by Propositions 2 and 4, ai and a$ have other successors, say b: 
and b:, respectively. Because there are two paths connecting bl and ai, biaivai and 
b!b:aya:, both having length 3, we have d(b!,a$) = 2 and thus bt is adjacent to a 
successor of as, say bt, in which case b!b: E &(v). Similarly, we have bibi E Ed. 
It follows that we have two paths connecting bi and ai : bJa:va: and b:bfa:az, both 
having length 3; therefore d(bi,as) = 2 and bi is adjacent to some successor of a:. 
But we cannot have bib; E Ed, for otherwise we would have a 4-cycle bib:b!bibi, 
contrary to the condition that G is geodetic. Therefore we have bhd2 E Ed, where 
d2 is another successor of a;, which gives two paths of length 3 connecting b! and 
d2 : blbzaid2 and b’,b:bid’. Therefore we have d(b!,d2)<2. Obviously, b:d2 6 E; 
furthermore, since we already have btb: E Ed, it follows that d(bi,d2) = 2, and 
thus we must have a third vertex p such that btp and pd2 both belong to E. Clearly 
p $J N1 (v) U Ns(v).By Proposition 2, p is not a successor of a vertex in Hi U HZ. 
Therefore p must be a successor of a vertex of a third clique of (N,(v)). This proves 
Theorem 1. 0 
This result extends partially that in Proposition 3. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose G = (V, E) is a geodetic block. {u, u} c V(G) and uu $ E(G), 
if {u, u} is a vertex- cut set, then (1) G - {u, v} has only two connected compo- 
nents, (2) suppose G - {u,v} = GI U G2, then at least one of GI and G2 is a 
path. 
Proof. (1) Suppose G - {u, a} contains at least three connected componentqdenoted 
by Gl,Gz,Gs, Then there is the shortest path connecting u and v in Gi(l 5 i 5 
3) respectively. Denote by UPV, uQv,uRv (PC Gl, Q C G2,R C G3) the shortest path 
in Gi,Gz,Gs, respectively, and set Ii = (uPvJ(Z, expresses the length of uPv), 12 = 
IuQvI, Z3 = IuRvI, then tw o of them will be both even or both odd. Without loss of 
generality,suppose Ii = Zz(mod2), then uPvQu is an even cycle and the shortest path 
between any vertex in P and any vertex in Q must be contained in this even cycle, 
contradicting the fact that G is a geodetic. Therefore G - {u, v} contains only two 
connected components. 
(2) Suppose G - {u,v} = Gi U G2 and both Gi and G2 are not a path, let P = 
u...x... v, the shortest path connecting u with v in Gi, and Q = u.. . y . . . v, the 
shortest path connecting u with v in Gz, then there exist a vertex x1 I$ P in Gi 
and a vertex yi $ Q in G2. Denote by xi . . .s.. . u and x1 , . . t.. . u the shortest path 
connecting xi with u and x1 with v in Gr, respectively, where s is the first common 
vertex of P and xl . ..s... u, t is the first common vertex of P and xi . . . t . . . 0. Denote 
by YI . . .M.. . u and yi . . . N.. , v the shortest path connecting y1 with u and yI with 
v in G2, respectively, where M is the first common vertex of Q and yi . . .A4 . . . U, N 
is the first common vertex of Q and yr . . . N.. . v, Because G is a geodetic block, the 
lengths Z(P) of P and Z(Q) of Q cannot be both even or both odd. Without loss of 
generality, assume Z(P) < Z(Q).We may take a vertex xi in Gr -P so that the length 
(denote by 1s) of u...s...xI . ..t... v attains the minimum, and yr in G2 -Q so that the 
length (denote by 14) of u.. .M.. . yi . . . N.. . v attains the minimum. Therefore either 
1s or 14 has same residue with Z(P) modulo 2 (1s 3 Z(Q)(mod2) or 14 3 Z(Q)(mod2) 
similarly). If 1s E Z(P)(mod2) ,then s.. .x1 . . . t . . .x . . .s is the shortest even cycle in 
Gr ,also in G. This is a contradiction since G is a geodetic block. If 14 E Z(P)(mod 2), 
then C=u...x...v...N...yi . . .M . . . u is an even cycle in G. If MN E E(G), since 
P and Q must have different length parities, the cycle P + Q is odd. Hence, since 
C is an even, the cycle C’ = yi . . . NM. . . yi is odd. Taking the vertex z that is at 
maximum distance from A4 and N along the cycle C’, and the vertex w that is at 
maximum distance from A4 and N along the cycle P + Q, we see that there are two 
shortest paths between z and w. If MN fj! E(G), let z be a vertex in A4 . . . yi . . . N, 
which is different from A4 and N. And w be a vertex in C such that the distance 
between z and w along C is i ICI, then there are two shortest paths between z and w, 
contradicting the fact that G is a geodetic block. Hence the theorem. 0 
Theorem 3. Let G = (V, E) be a geodetic graph with diam(G) = d 2 3. Assume that: 
(1) there is u E V such that e(v) = d, (2) there is an edge xdy;’ E Ed(u), and (3) the 
ancestors x’ and y; of xd and y;‘, respectively, belong to d@erent cliques C’, C2 of 
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(N(u)). Then (1) every vertex of C’ has an offspring in No. (2) lEd( >IC’I.IC*I 
and INd(U)l b JC’I + \c*\. 
Proof. (1) If C’ is a vertex, the result is trival. Otherwise, denote by y;’ the offspring 
of yt in Nd(u). Let .xdyf E Ed(u) and xd E Nd(r). Denote the ancestor of xd in N’(u) 
by -x1; then x1 belongs to another clique C2 of (N’(u)). Denote the geodesic connecting 
x1 and xd by x1x2x3.. .xd, and by yl y:y: . . . yf the geodesic connecting yi and y;‘. 
Take yi E C’ arbitrarily, yi # yt, and consider the path connecting yi and 
xd. If yi has no offspring in Nd(u), then we have paths P’ = yiux1x2.. .xd and 
p2 = Y:Yl’Y:Y: . . . yfxd connecting yi and xd, both of length d + 1. Furthermore, 
yi E N’ (0) and xd E Nd(u); therefore, d(yi,xd ) = d and we must have an edge 
~$78 E Ek(u), where y$ is the offspring of yi,{yi,x”} c Nk(u), and k < d. This in- 
duces two paths connecting y,’ and xk, both of length k + 1 : Q’ = y;ux’x* . . .xk, 
Q2 = yi yi y: . . . ytxk. It follows that d( yl ,xk ) = k, and no path of length k connecting 
yt and xk passes through the vertex y ;‘. This implies that there are two geodesic paths 
connecting yi and xd, both of length d; one passes through xk but not through y;‘, 
while the other passes through y;’ but not through xk. This is contrary to the fact that 
G is geodetic .Therefore (1) is completed. 
(2) By (1) we conclude that each vertex yi of C2 has an offspring yt in Nd(u), 
and y$xd E Ed(u). Since the similar conclusion holds also for the clique C’ , the results 
follow. 0 
Theorem 4. Let G = (V, E) be a geodetic block with diam(G) = d 23. Assume that 
(1) a vertex u E V has e(u) = d, (2) x1 E N’(u) has an offspring xd in Nd(u), and 
(3) C’ EN’(u) is a clique such that x’ $ C’. Zj’ y’ E C’ has an offspring yk E Nk(u) 
adjacent to xk E Nk(u), and xk belongs to the geodesic x1x2 . . .xk . . .xd(k dd), then 
each vertex of C’ has an oflspring in Nk(v) which is adjacent to xk. 
Proof. Denote the geodesic connecting y’ and yk by y’ y* . . . yk. By our assumption, 
we have xkyk E Ek(u). Therefore we have a path of length k connecting y’ and xk, 
and passing through xkyk. Take any other vertex z’ of C’. We have two paths of 
length k + 1 connecting z’ and xk : P’ = z1vx1x2 . .xk, P2 = z’ y1y2 . . . ykxk. Therefore 
d(zl,xk) = k, and we must have some offspring zi of z’ in NJ,(U) that is adjacent to 
xl, I<k. If z’ has no offspring in Nk(U) which is adjacent to xk, then ;1 < k, and we 
have two paths connecting y’ and x”; one passes through ux’, and the other through 
z’ and zR, both having length 1” + 1. Therefore we have d(y’,x”) = 2; so that there is 
a path of length 2 connecting y’ and xi. which does not pass through yk. Adding this 
path to the path xix’+’ . . .xk . . .xd, we get one more geodesic connecting y’ and xd 
in addition to the geodesic y’ y* . . ykxkxkf ’ . . . x d. This is a contradiction. The result 
follows. c3 
Theorem 5. Let G be a geodetic block with diam(G) = d 23. Assume that: (1) 
u E V with e(u) = d, (2) u belongs to an induced odd cycle C2d+l, and (3) (N’(u)) 
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contains a clique H such that V(H) n CZd+l = {xl}, and IV(H)1 = k>2. Then 
IA$(u)( d i[p - (k + 1)d + 2k + 11, where p = IV(G)l. 
Proof. Suppose &(u) fY &+, = {xd, yd}. Then xdyd E &(zi). Thus We Can Suppose 
xd is the offspring of x’ in Nd(t?), and the ancester of yd in NI (u) is y’ . Obviously, 
yi 4: V(H). By Theorem 3, (&(o)I 3 ) V(H)/ + 1, by Theorem 4, each vertex of H has 
an offspring in Nd(D) which is adjacent to yd, SO that INi( 3 ) V(H)/ + 1 = k + 1 for 
each i, 1 <i<d. Since Cf=, INi( = p- 1, i.e. INi(~)l+INz(n)l+C~=s INi( = p- 1 
it follows that 2INi(u)l+(k+ l)(d-2)6p- 1 by Proposition 4 /NI(u)( < INz(u>l which 
immediately implies the desired inequality. 0 
Proof of Theorem C. Since G is a central block with diameter d 22, each u E V has 
e(v) = d. The result is obtained by letting k = 2 in Theorem 5. 0 
Theorem 6. Let G be a geodetic block with diameter d 23. Assume there is u E 
V such that e(u) = d and u belongs to an induced cycle &+I. Then we have 
IN2(u)l + IN3(u)l ~Wl(U)l. 
Proof. If d(u) = 2, then llvi(u)l = 2, IN2(u)l>2, I&(u)/ 22, and so the result is trivial. 
Now suppose d(u) 2 3. Denote the induced cycle &+l by vxix: . . . x;‘x~x~-’ . . .x40. If 
any vertex in Ni(u) has an offspring in J&(v), then the result is obvisously true. If 
xi E N*(v) has no offspring in NJ(U), then, xi also has no offspring in N&u), by 
Theorem 2, xi cannot belong to the same clique of (N,(u)) as xi or xi. Thus x:x; 6 
E,(u) and X:X: $Z Ei (u). Furthermore, since diam( G) = d > 3, there must be two paths, 
both of length d, one connecting xi and x ;‘, the other xi and xf. Suppose that there 
is an offspring X: of xi in No such that both x:x: and x:x: belong to &(u). This 
induces that -x~ux~x~ and x~x:x~x~- connect xt with x2” and have length 3. Since 
xf E Ni(u),x: E &(u), we have d(xf ,x,‘) = 2. But this induces two paths connecting 
xi with xi, both having length d : one passes through x: . . .x;‘, and the other through 
x;...x* d-‘. Because xt E N,(u) and X$ E Nd(u), we cannot have d(xf,xi) = d - 1, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore xi has two different offsprings 2:,x: E N*(u), which 
are adjacent to x:,x:, respectively. It follows that we can divide Ni(u) into two disjoint 
subsets k4i ,A42 so that any x E A41 has at least one offspring x3 E Ns(u), and any x E A42 
has at least two offsprings x2,Z2 in 7$(u). The distinct vertices in N,(u) therefore have 
disjoint pairs of offspring in No U 715(u). The result follows. 0 
Theorem 7. Suppose G is a geodetic block with diam(G) = d > 3. If there is 
v E V such that d(u) B 3, e(u) = d, and u belongs to an induced cycle C2d+,, then 
lNl(u)l <f[p - i(5d + 1) + 81, where p = IV/. 
Proof. Assume first that for each i, 1 <i dd, we have INi( 23. Then since 
CL IPA( = P - 1 and IN2(u)l + INs(u)l~2)Ni(u)l by Theorem 6, it follows that 
3jN,(v)l+ 3(d - 3)<p - 1, hence INi( _< i(p - 3d + 8). 
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Now assume that for some i, 1 <i Gd, we have INi( = 2. Let k = min 
{i-lJINi(a)] = 2). Note that INk( 23 and ]Nk+t(u)] = 2. Let Nk+r(a) = {x:+‘,x~+‘}. 
Then the predecessors of x1;+’ and .:‘I are distinct vertices, say x’; and xt, for other- 
wise the common predecessor of xt” and xi” would be a cut-vertex, contrary to that 
G is 2-connected. Because iV,,+t(u) is cut-set of G, by Theorem 2, Uf=,+, Ni(U) is a 
subset of vertices of a suspended arc, and by Proposition 5 therefore is a subset of ver- 
tices of a geodesic. Because diam(G) = d, it follows that 2(d - k)+ 1 <d (the shortest 
path connecting x”; and X; must pass through x:” and x;‘~), Therefore k Z t(d + 1). 
Now Cfz, IA/i(u)1 = p- 1 implies 3INt(u)l+3(k-3)+2(d-k)<p- 1 by Theorem 
6, hence INr(u)l< i[p - i(5d + 1) + 81. Since p - 3d + 8 < p - i(5d + 1) + 8, the 
result follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem D. Within a central geodetic block each v E V(G) has eccentricity 
d, so that, by Theorem 7, u has degree d(u) = 2 or at most i[p - i(5d + 1) + 81, and 
the result immediately follows. 0 
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